SUSTAINABILITY
REPORT 2016/17

FOREWORD
De Montfort University (DMU) continues to make progress
in addressing its environmental performance. This 2016/17
report highlights substantial improvements in our recycling
with a recycling rate of more than 90 per cent. But there is
much more to do to meet the ambitious global targets in
the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals and
the ambitious local targets for climate change.
Sustainability is at the heart of what DMU does. The products
we buy, the services we contract and the way we manage our
campus offer many opportunities to make the most sustainable
choices. DMU students are the engineers, journalists,
accountants, artists, designers and policymakers of tomorrow.
With the right skills, attributes and learning, DMU graduates
can make sustainable choices throughout their careers, thereby
contributing to a society which seeks to end poverty, help protect
the planet and ensure good quality of life for all.
We welcome your comments
on what has been achieved and
what still needs to be done to meet
our global obligations.
Professor Paul Fleming
Chair of Sustainable
Development Task Force

Sustainability is very high on the agenda for De Montfort
Students’ Union (DSU). We have undertaken an audit,
with the help of the Sustainability team, that has resulted
in a number of recommendations which DSU are now
working through.
We have created a community board that aims to tackle student
waste and have launched our very first sustainability campaign
titled GoGreen with aims such as educating the student body,
reducing waste and creating volunteering opportunities related
to sustainability. Strategically, DSU plan to work this into our
long-term objectives.
Jessica Okwuonu
Vice President Welfare and Community

THE SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT GOALS
The 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), otherwise
known as the Global Goals, are a universal call to action to
end poverty, protect the planet and ensure that all people
enjoy peace and prosperity.
DMU acknowledges the special role that education has to play
in delivering the global goals and is working to play its part in
meeting the goals.
Throughout this report we will highlight where our work
contributes to the Global Goals.

INTRODUCTION
This report details our progress and highlights
our sustainability performance during 2016/17.
Notable success in 2016/17 included being placed 13th
out of 154 institutions in the People and Planet University
League 2017 and given a First Class award. This ranks
sustainability performance following an assessment of 100
questions on 13 topics, including carbon reduction, student
and staff engagement, sustainable food, workers’ rights,
ethical investment and education. This marks the sixth year
in a row that DMU has achieved a First Class result.
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MAKING AN IMPACT

STAFF AND STUDENT ENGAGEMENT
Engaging with our staff and students to create a truly
sustainable university is an important element of our work.
Through projects such as Green Impact and Student Switch
Off (SSO) we work to develop new sustainability skills and
competences to enhance employability and the student
experience at DMU. Green Impact is an accreditation scheme
which rewards staff and students for completing environmental
activities, while SSO is an energy-saving competition between
halls of residences including some privately owned halls.

OUR TARGETS
DELIVER AT LEAST ONE PROJECT
PER YEAR TO CHANGE STUDENTS’
ENVIRONMENTAL BEHAVIOUR IN
HALLS TO 2016/17

DELIVER AT LEAST ONE PROJECT
PER YEAR TO CHANGE STAFF
ENVIRONMENTAL BEHAVIOUR
IN 2016/17

OUR PROGRESS
Students completed environmental audits at DMU
and assisted staff teams in their Green Impact work
Through the Green Impact programme, staff
volunteers have completed 5,223 environmental
actions to date and 232 students have received
environmental training
Students and staff receive information about
the university’s sustainability work as part
of their induction
The SSO project saved 91 tCO2e and
more than £17,000 in 2016/17

ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT
DMU has an Environmental Management System (EMS)
to manage activities and reduce our environmental impacts.
Our EMS is assessed annually by external auditors against
the requirement of the British Standard BS8555 for
environmental management systems.
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OUR TARGETS
IMPLEMENT AN ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR THE WHOLE
CAMPUS AND GAIN EXTERNAL CERTIFICATION
COMPLETE ENVIRONMENTAL LEGISLATIVE
AUDITS ON AIR EMISSIONS, WASTE STORAGE
AND DISPOSAL AND DISCHARGES ANNUALLY
PRODUCE AND MAINTAIN SITE
DRAINAGE PLAN BY 2016/17

OUR PROGRESS
Completed external audit of EMS for phases
one to four of the Acorn scheme for full campus
Complied with environmental legislation
Drainage plan completed. Now being
updated through the development of DMU’s
new Vijay Patel building
Legislative audits completed for EMS
external audit

TRAVEL
Our aim is to encourage more sustainable forms of travel
among our staff and students when they travel to DMU. We
provide a range of incentives and support to encourage this
behaviour and we monitor progress through an annual
travel survey.

OUR TARGETS

OUR PROGRESS
Three-year average for Scope 3 emissions from
commuting was 6646 tCO2e for 2014-2017
There were 760 bike spaces on campus at the
end of 2017
Three-year average for staff commuting by
single occupancy vehicle was 40% for 2015-2017

SCOPE 3 EMISSIONS FROM COMMUTING
TO BE A THREE-YEAR AVERAGE OF
<7500 TCO2E BY 2018/19

40%

NUMBER OF CYCLE SPACES ON CAMPUS
TO BE GREATER THAN 700 BY 2017
THREE-YEAR AVERAGE FOR STAFF
COMMUTING BY SINGLE OCCUPANCY
VEHICLE: 42% 2015-2017, 41% 2017-2019
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ENERGY AND WATER
Energy use within the university continues to rise. There
has been an upward trend in energy use arising from greater
student numbers and the need for buildings to be open longer.
The university buys over 80 per cent of its electricity from
low-carbon sources such as nuclear power and renewable
energy. Carbon emissions arising from energy use are reported
later in this document.

OUR PROGRESS
Our grid electricity supply predominantly came from
renewable and clean energy sources i.e. combined
heat and power (CHP) in 2016/17
Water consumption in 2016/17 was 64,761 m3,
which is 12 per cent reduction against three year
average of 2012 to 2014
Variable speed drives were fitted to pumps in
QEII Leisure Centre to save energy and reduce
energy costs

OUR TARGET
THREE PER CENT REDUCTION IN WATER
CONSUMPTION AGAINST THE THREE-YEAR
AVERAGE FROM 2012 TO 2014

WASTE AND RECYCLING
The total waste generated at DMU in 2016/17 was significantly
higher than the previous year but the amount of waste recycled
was also higher than the previous year. A total of 936 tonnes of
waste were produced of which 674 tonnes were recycled and an
additional 207 tonnes were either composted, sent to anaerobic
digestion or used to create energy. Therefore a total of 881
tonnes of waste were diverted from landfill.

OUR TARGETS
RECYCLE 75 PER CENT OF
NON-RESIDENTIAL WASTE BY 2015/16

OUR PROGRESS
The amount of waste generated in 2016/17 was
468 tonnes more than the year before
We recycle more than 90 per cent of our
non-residential waste
Residual waste from non-residential waste streams
is converted to fuel for energy from waste treatment.
Our furniture reuse scheme has reused over 600 items
of furniture and saved over £80,000

DETAILED RECYCLING WEIGHTS FOR DMU FOR
NON-RESIDENTIAL 2016/17 (TONNES)
CONSTRUCTION 1.1

WASTE AS FUEL
69.85

RECYCLE 85 PER CENT OF
NON-RESIDENTIAL WASTE BY 2017/18

WOOD 84.99

PAPER
106.55
CARDBOARD
34.06
WEIGHT IN
TONNES

COMPOSTING
41.76
PLASTIC 19.19

METAL 30.31

MIXING
RECYCLED
356.32

WEEE*
1.88

GLASS 10.06

* Waste Electrical and
Electronic Equipment

CARBON EMISSIONS
DMU takes a comprehensive approach to measuring and
reporting its carbon emissions. This includes energy use,
international student travel, UK-based student travel, staff
and student commuting, business travel, waste, water and
our emissions from our supply chain (procurement) activities.

We have adopted reduction targets for our carbon emissions
from energy use (known as Scope 1 and 2 sources) and
agreed emissions reduction targets for the other sources
we measure (collectively called Scope 3 emissions). We
have publicly committed to report on our progress against
these targets on an annual basis.

OUR TARGETS
EMISSION SOURCES
SCOPE 3
SCOPE 1

• Use of gas
• DMU-owned
vehicles

SCOPE 2

• Purchased
electricity

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Waste
Water
Staff commuting
Student commuting
Business travel
Visitor travel
International student travel
UK-based student travel
Supply chain
(procurement) activities
• Private halls

REDUCE SCOPE 1 AND 2 EMISSIONS
BY 43 PER CENT BY 2020, BASED ON
2005 LEVELS
REDUCE SCOPE 3 EMISSIONS BY
14 PER CENT BY 2020, BASED ON
2005 LEVELS

OUR PROGRESS
Our energy-related emissions and emissions from
our own vehicles are 35 per cent below our 2005
baseline year and on target to fall to 43 per cent
by 2020
Our Scope 3 emissions are 22 per cent above our
baseline year due to increases in emissions from
business travel and supply chain (procurement)

SUSTAINABLE FOOD
The university works in partnership with its catering provider,
Chartwells, to ensure that sustainability is an essential part
of the food provision at DMU.
DMU has been a Fairtrade University since 2010 and Fairtrade
tea and coffee is provided as standard through our hospitality
provision. The university plays an active role as part of Fairtrade
Leicester, which campaigns to maintain Leicester’s Fairtrade
City status.
Our caterers work hard to source local, fresh, seasonal produce
wherever possible. Our drinks outlets operate a scheme to
reduce waste from disposable cups, where staff and students
can claim a price discount by reusing their mugs.

OUR PROGRESS
Only free-range eggs are used, laid by hens
which are free to roam the British countryside
Our caterers work closely with seafood suppliers
and the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) to
ensure every piece of fish served is in season,
fresh and from a certified fishery
All our chicken is Freedom Foods-approved,
ensuring the birds have been kept to strict
RSPCA welfare standards
All tea and coffee provided through hospitality
is Fairtrade, helping to ensure farmers around
the world get a fair deal

ETHICAL
INVESTMENT

SUSTAINABLE
CONSTRUCTION

We have adopted an ethical investment policy which is reviewed
annually and is part of the university Treasury Policy. While our
investments are relatively small, we do have endowment funds.
The size and value of these funds are reported on annually
through the university’s Annual Accounts Report.

Sustainable construction at DMU is guided by the university’s
energy policy, which aims to achieve a high level within the
Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment
Methodology (BREEAM) sustainable construction scheme.
BREEAM is the world’s longest established method of
assessing, rating, and certifying the sustainability of buildings.

DMU works with ethical fund managers CCLA to manage
its investments in a socially and environmentally responsible
manner. CCLA has a number of key policies to ensure this
happens, including commitments that it will not invest in:
• C
 ompanies that have any involvement in the production
of landmines or cluster bombs (including critical parts)
• C
 ompanies that have considerable involvement (more
than 33 per cent of turnover) in tobacco, the production
of pornography and online gambling
• A
 ny company that is primarily focused on coal or tar
sands production
CCLA also has a programme to encourage companies to
change what they do. They will then be excluded if they continue,
after persistent engagement, to violate international and/or
industry norms in relation to:
• P
 ublic health in the UK (alcohol and food)
• H
 uman rights, employment standards and climate change
disclosure (relevant companies in developed markets)

The Vijay Patel Building, centrepiece of DMU’s newly
transformed campus, includes solar panels on the roof and on
the sides of the refurbished tower which will generate electricity
for use on campus. The panels on the tower also act as shading
to prevent offices from overheating during summer months.
The Vijay Patel Building has been assessed against the
BREEAM standard and has achieved a BREEAM rating
of Excellent in the design stage.

OUR ROLE IN
THE COMMUNITY
Universities have a major responsibility to contribute to
society and to bring about positive change for the public
good. At the centre of DMU’s engagement strategy is the
award-winning #DMUlocal.
#DMUlocal utilises the commitment, expertise and enthusiasm
of DMU staff and students who are dedicated to fulfilling the
university’s commitment to benefit the public good.
Launched in November 2015, #DMUlocal continues the hard
work of the multi-award-winning DMU Square Mile initiative,
which provides student volunteers with unique experiences
in Leicester and beyond.
In 2016/17, #DMUlocal supported and coordinated over
90 projects in Leicester and internationally, with over 22,272
hours of volunteering being carried out by DMU Square Mile
student volunteers.

#DMUlocal projects included:
Coding Clubs
Over 1,200 schoolchildren from 17 schools took part in
#DMUlocal Coding Clubs, which saw Square Mile volunteers
teach bespoke lessons to support teachers to fulfil national
curriculum requirements for coding.
Tech Future Girls Club
Children engaged with science technology, engineering
and mathematics as part of a fun club designed to promote
STEM subjects to girls.
Education Studies Placements
Sixteen schools in Leicester benefited from having a dedicated
Education Studies student placed with them to provide
classroom support.
Academic Mentors
DMU students provided academic mentoring to over
40 students in the lead up to their GCSE exams.

OUR PROGRESS
Supported and co-ordinated over 90 projects
in Leicester and Internationally
Delivered 22,272 volunteer hours from DMU
students and staff
Provided over 2,780 volunteering opportunities
for DMU students

BIODIVERSITY
The university has adopted a Biodiversity Policy
to improve existing wildlife habitats and create
new ones where possible.

IN 2016/17 STUDENT VOLUNTEERS UNDERTOOK
BIODIVERSITY PROJECTS WHICH INCLUDED MAKING
INSECT HOTELS FOR BEES AND INSECT AND BAT BOXES
WHICH WILL BE ERECTED AT KEY POINTS ACROSS
THE CAMPUS.

TEACHING
AND RESEARCH
DMU and the DSU have joined the Responsible Futures
programme to embed Education for Sustainable Development
(ESD) into the taught curriculum at DMU.
Responsible Futures is an NUS sustainability programme that
supports partnerships between students’ unions and institutions.
By embedding social and environmental ethics into the formal
and informal curriculum, students are equipped to tackle the
challenges of the century ahead – rather than to repeat the
mistakes of the one behind us.

THOSE SIGNED UP TO RESPONSIBLE FUTURES
ARE MARKED AGAINST AN EXTERNALLY ASSESSED
ACCREDITATION SCHEME. AND, IN THE SPIRIT OF
PUTTING STUDENTS AT THE CENTRE OF THEIR
LEARNING, AND TO DEVELOP THEIR SKILLS AND
EXPERIENCE, STUDENTS WORK AS AUDITORS TO
DETERMINE THEIR INSTITUTION’S PROGRESS ON ESD.
Through the programme, the NUS assists participating
institutions with a structured framework of criteria to
encourage the integration of ESD. The ultimate aim is
that all graduates have the knowledge, skills, understanding
and attributes required to make a positive difference in
social and environmental change.
A detailed assessment of how DMU’s teaching and research
contributes to the SDGs will be conducted in due course.

SUSTAINABILITY
DATA 2016/17
GENERAL

ENERGY AND WATER

Indicators/
metrics

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

Income/
turnover

£146.99M

£152.66M

£160.79M

£168.03M

£204,38M

Student
numbers

22,192

20,473

20,423

19,715

22,500

Staff numbers

2,950

2,871

2,730

2,780

3,313

Gross Internal
Area (GIA) (m2)

151,669

163,224

160,625

159,576

180,978

Indicators/metrics

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

Energy use (*MWh)

33,209

28,554

27,686

29,418

32,120

Electricity use (MWh)

15,064

14,986

14,903

15,572

15,930

Gas use (MWh)

18,145

13,668

12,783

13,845

16,190

Water use (m3)

77,256

75,527

69,677

73,601

64,761

Energy generated from
renewables (MWh)

211

138

129

81

106

Fuel used in DMU
vehicles (litres)

5,025

6,457

4,928

5,369

6,176

Residential and
non-residential GIA
with display energy
certificate rating A–C
(m2)

86,695

90,524

93,031

103,851

121,506

% residential and
non-residential GIA
with display energy
certificate rating A–C

57%

67%

68%

59%

67%

£2,444

£2,586

£2,593

£2,540

Energy and water costs
£2,694
(£’000)

*MWh = 1000kWh

WASTE AND RECYCLING

TRANSPORT

Indicators/metrics

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14 2014/15 2016/17

Total waste produced –
non-residential (tonnes)

612

553

524

468

747

Waste recycled –
non-residential (tonnes)

366

428

399

336

635

Waste to landfill –
non-residential (tonnes)

246

125

125

133

0

Waste to Energy
from Waste (tonnes)

–

–

–

–

70

Total waste produced –
residential (tonnes)*

234

179

179

183

189

Waste recycled –
residential (tonnes)*

56

57

57

63

Waste to landfill –
residential (tonnes)*

177

122

122

120

Indicators/
metrics

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

% Single
occupancy
car use (staff)

47%

40%

41%

37%

41%

% Single
occupancy
car use (students)

10%

14%

10%

9%

11%

% Staff travel by
public transport

19%

20%

21%

27%

26%

39

% Staff travel
by cycling

9%

12%

11%

13%

9%

54

% Staff travel by
walking/running

15%

17%

15%

14%

16%

*Produced from national datasets due to lack of data

EDUCATION FOR SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT
Indicators/metrics

2012/13

2013/14 2014/15 2015/16

2016/17

Number of modules
descriptions with
sustainability key words

89

-

79

87

88

GREENHOUSE
GAS EMISSIONS

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
– 2020 TARGETS

Indicators/metrics

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14 2014/15 2016/17

Indicators/metrics

2005/05 2014/15

%change

2020 target

Emissions from energy
and DMU owned vehicles
(scope 1 and 2) (tCO2e)

10,224

10,064

9,952

9,258

8,598

Emissions from energy and
DMU owned vehicles (scope 1
and 2) (tCO2e)

13,217

9,258

-30%

-43%

Emissions from staff and
student commute (scope
3) (tCO2e)

8,120

6,919

9,180

6,157

7,640

Emissions from all scope 3
sources (tCO2e)

43,832

48,225

+10%

-14%

Emissions from business
travel (scope 3) (tCO2e)

1,620

1,935

2,189

2,281

2,940

Emissions from waste and
water (scope 3) (tCO2e)

1,174

1,222

970

902

819

Emissions from
international and UK
student travel (scope 3)
(tCO2e)

5,588

5,525

4,517

6,194

8,071

Emissions from
procurement activities
(tCO2e)

12,662

14,981

17,486

29,394

33,678

Emissions from all scope
3 sources (tCO2e)

33,065

34,197

37,584

48,227

53,484

Total Emissions - scope 1,
2 and 3 sources (tCO2e)

43,289

44,261

47,536

57,485

62,083

BUSINESS TRAVEL
Indicators/metrics

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2016/17

Air travel (tCO2e)

1,249

1,603

1,769

1,839

2,109

Rail travel (tCO2e)

187

156

172

184*

237

Maritime (tCO2e)

0

0

0

0

0

Road travel (tCO2e)

184

176

243

258

594

Total Emissions

1,620

1,935

2,184

2,281

2,940

*Produced from average of last 5 years

For more information about environmental and
sustainability benchmarking at DMU please contact
Karl Letten, Environmental and Sustainability Officer:
T: (0116) 207 8746
E: kletten@dmu.ac.uk
W: dmu.ac.uk/sustainability
sustainableDMU
@sustainableDMU

Estates Department
De Montfort University
The Gateway
Leicester LE1 9BH
De Montfort University, January 2017

